**AVIAN GENOMICS**

**Statistical binning enables an accurate coalescent-based estimation of the avian tree**
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**INTRODUCTION:** Reconstructing species trees for rapid radiations, as in the early diversification of birds, is complicated by biological processes such as incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) that can cause different parts of the genome to have different evolutionary histories. Statistical methods, based on the multispecies coalescent model and that combine gene trees, can be highly accurate even in the presence of massive ILS; however, these methods can produce species trees that are topologically far from the species tree when estimated gene trees have error. We have developed a statistical binning technique to address gene tree estimation error and have explored its use in genome-scale species tree estimation with MP-EST, a popular coalescent-based species tree estimation method.

**RATIONALE:** In statistical binning, phylogenetic trees on different genes are estimated and then placed into bins, so that the differences between trees in the same bin can be explained by estimation error (see the figure). A new tree is then estimated for each bin by applying maximum likelihood to a concatenated alignment of the multiple sequence alignments of its genes, and a species tree is estimated using a coalescent-based species tree method from these supergene trees.

**RESULTS:** Under realistic conditions in our simulation study, statistical binning reduced the topological error of species trees estimated using MP-EST and enabled a coalescent-based analysis that was more accurate than concatenation even when gene tree estimation error was relatively high. Statistical binning also reduced the error in gene tree topology and species tree branch length estimation, especially when the phylogenetic signal in gene sequence alignments was low. Species trees estimated using MP-EST with statistical binning on four biological data sets showed increased concordance with the biological literature. When MP-EST was used to analyze 14,446 gene trees in the avian phylogenomics project, it produced a species tree that was discordant with the concatenation analysis and conflicted with prior literature. However, the statistical binning analysis produced a tree that was highly congruent with the concatenation analysis and was consistent with the prior scientific literature.

**CONCLUSIONS:** Statistical binning reduces the error in species tree topology and branch length estimation because it reduces gene tree estimation error. These improvements are greatest when gene trees have reduced bootstrap support, which was the case for the avian phylogenomics project. Because using unbinned gene trees can result in overestimation of ILS, statistical binning may be helpful in providing more accurate estimations of ILS levels in biological data sets. Thus, statistical binning enables highly accurate species tree estimations, even on genome-scale data sets.

---

**The statistical binning pipeline for estimating species trees from gene trees.** Loci are grouped into bins based on a statistical test for combinability, before estimating gene trees.
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Gene tree incongruence arising from incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) can reduce the accuracy of concatenation-based estimations of species trees. Although coalescent-based species tree estimation methods can have good accuracy in the presence of ILS, they are sensitive to gene tree estimation error. We propose a pipeline that uses bootstrapping to evaluate whether two genes are likely to have the same tree, then it groups genes into sets using a graph-theoretic optimization and estimates a tree on each subset using concatenation, and finally produces an estimated species tree from these trees using the preferred coalescent-based method. Statistical binning improves the accuracy of MP-EST, a popular coalescent-based method, and we use it to produce the first genome-scale coalescent-based avian tree of life.

Species trees provide a basis for understanding how life evolved on earth, as well as having applications to comparative genomics, orthology detection, protein function inference, and biodiversity analysis. Estimations of species trees are typically built with multiple loci (sometimes complete genes— but not always), in some cases, from throughout the genome. One advantage of such a phylogenomic approach is that it enables more data to be used in tree estimation (1). However, there is increasing evidence that loci can have conflicting evolutionary histories (so that their phylogenetic trees are topologically different) because of many biological causes, including incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) (2, 3), a process that is especially common in rapid radiations, characterized by a succession of short branches in the phylogenetic tree, such as is believed to have occurred in the avian and mammalian evolutionary lineages (4–9). However, the standard phylogenetic estimation technique of concatenation, which concatenates alignments for individual loci into a combined data set called a supermatrix and then estimates the species tree from the supermatrix, can return incorrect species trees with high confidence in the presence of substantial ILS (10–12).

For this reason, many methods have been developed to estimate species trees that can be accurate even with high levels of ILS (4, 8, 12–19). For example, coestimation methods produce estimated gene trees and species trees directly from sequence alignments (14, 15, 18), and summary methods operate by combining estimated gene trees into a species tree. (Not all the loci in a phylogenetic analysis may be complete genes, e.g., some may contain only the exons or only the introns of some gene, and some may not be based on genes at all. However, to be consistent with other literature on the subject (2, 10), we refer to phylogenetic trees on genomic loci as gene trees.) Some of these summary methods are created on the basis of the multispecies coalescent model (20) and are statistically consistent under that model (12, 13), which means they will reconstruct the true species tree with high probability given a sufficiently large number of estimated gene trees that are error-free (12, 13, 17, 18). A new type of coalescent-based method estimates the species tree directly from unlinked markers without also estimating gene trees (21–23).

However, the performance of coalescent-based methods has been mixed. Coestimation methods can have excellent accuracy but are too computationally intensive to use on data sets with hundreds of genes (24). The methods that estimate species trees directly from the sequence data without also estimating gene trees are not as computationally intensive as the coestimation methods but are much less well understood because they have only recently been developed. Furthermore, some [like SNAPP (21)] can only be used with biallelic markers and so are not suitable for estimating species trees for large data sets with deep divergences where biallelic markers are rare. Summary methods are by far the most frequently used method for species tree estimation and have produced good results on some biological data sets (14, 15); however, for other data sets, the summary methods have not been able to produce highly supported trees (25), even with a large quantity of data (26). Simulation studies show that species trees estimated with summary methods can be less accurate than species trees estimated with concatenation, even in the presence of substantial ILS (21, 27, 28). A main reason for this disparity in performance is poor phylogenetic signal (e.g., because of short sequence lengths) in individual genes, which is a potential problem for coalescent-based summary methods (28, 29). Moreover, many realistic biological conditions (including short branches in gene trees) make completely accurate gene tree estimation from limited sequence data highly unlikely (30).

Phylogenomic analyses can utilize very large numbers of genomic loci to estimate the species tree, but genome-scale data sets can contain loci that have reduced phylogenetic signal so that their estimated gene trees have reduced bootstrap support (BS) (31). Although it is not known how summary methods are affected when only some of the loci have low signal, coalescent-based summary methods have reduced accuracy on data sets where all the gene sequence alignments are short (28).

This challenge confronted the avian phylogenomics project (31), where a species tree estimated with a concatenated maximum-likelihood analysis on 14,446 loci had a succession of short branches suggestive of a radiation, and the tree also conflicted with estimated gene trees. Furthermore, most loci had low phylogenetic signal, which resulted in average BS of only 32% for the bifurcating maximum-likelihood trees estimated on these loci (fig. S1). Although much of the distance between estimated gene trees and the estimated species tree was related to the low support branches, even after collapsing low support branches, there was still substantial conflict among the gene trees (fig. S15 and supplementary text), suggestive of ILS. Thus, not only is there gene tree conflict (reducing the accuracy of concatenation) but the gene trees were generally poorly estimated (reducing the accuracy of summary methods).

Constructing phylogenies from genes with low phylogenetic signal is challenging, even if ILS is not an issue, and several approaches for selecting loci for use within a concatenated analysis have been suggested (32). However, restricting loci is problematic for statistically consistent coalescent-based summary methods, because the conditions under which they are guaranteed to be accurate (with high probability) require a large enough random sample of true gene trees; removing loci can violate this condition and potentially bias the analysis.

**Statistical binning technique**

A phylogenomic pipeline that uses a coalescent-based summary method begins with sequence alignments on different loci, estimates gene trees on each locus, and then combines the estimated gene trees into an estimated species tree using the summary method. The statistical binning step modifies the pipeline by using a binning technique to produce a different set of estimated gene trees that can be used with the summary method. We call the use of binning with a given summary method the binned version of the summary method.

How the statistical binning pipeline operates, given an input set of loci with their estimated
sequence alignments and trees is shown in Fig. 1. We use BS values on branches of the estimated gene trees to partition the set of loci into bins of roughly equal sizes, so that each bin consists of a set of loci where differences in the estimated gene trees can be explained by gene tree estimation error. We concatenate the alignments of loci in each bin into a large alignment (called a supergene alignment) and compute trees on each supergene alignment using maximum likelihood (33); this produces a set of trees (called supergene trees), with one supergene tree for each bin. We then construct a species tree from the set of supergene trees using the desired summary method. Thus, the difference between the unbinned and binned versions of a summary method is the set of trees it uses to compute the species tree: The unbinned summary method uses the original set of gene trees, and the binned summary method uses the set of supergene trees.

**Evaluation**

We used biological and simulated data sets (34) to evaluate species trees estimated by using binned and unbinned summary methods, as well as concatenation using maximum likelihood under the GTR+Γ model, computed by randomized accelerated maximum likelihood (RAxML) (33). Three summary methods—the greedy consensus, matrix representation with parsimony (MRP) (35), and maximum pseudo-likelihood estimation of species trees (MP-EST) (19)—were applied to simulated avian and mammalian data sets by using the site-only multilocus bootstrapping procedure (34) [see (36) for a discussion of more elaborate approaches for bootstrapping multilocus data sets]. We chose MP-EST because it is statistically consistent under the multispecies coalescent model, has been used in several studies (6, 37-39), and had better accuracy than other summary methods in some studies (13). However, the greedy consensus is inconsistent under the multispecies coalescent (40), and MRP and concatenation may also be inconsistent (17).

We generated simulated data sets (34) from two model species trees: one based on the avian phylogenomics project data set with 48 species and 14,446 loci (30), and one based on a mammalian data set with 37 species and 447 loci studied in (6). The default model conditions centered on the average gene tree BS and ILS levels of these biological data sets, and we varied the model parameters to produce lower and higher ILS levels and estimated gene trees with varying BS to understand the impact of binning under a wide range of conditions. Each model species tree was computed by running MP-EST on the biological data, and we modified the branch lengths on the model species trees to produce other model conditions with different amounts of ILS (the 2× condition has doubled branch lengths and so reduces ILS, and the 0.5× condition has halved branch lengths and so increases ILS). We simulated gene trees within the model species trees (table S1) on the basis of the multispecies coalescent model (20). We evolved sequences of different lengths down the gene trees and used RAxML (33) with 200 bootstrap replicates to estimate gene trees with branch support on these sequence alignments.

The avian biological gene trees have very low average BS. Of the three types of genomic markers—exons, introns, and UCEs (ultraconserved markers) analyzed—the exons have the least signal (average BS 24%), the introns have the most (average BS 48%), and the UCEs are intermediate in support (average BS 39%). The longest introns (with at least 10,000 bp) have the highest average BS (59%) but represent a very small fraction of the total set of gene trees examined (only 638 of 14,446).

We modeled conditions that resembled the avian exons-only, UCEs-only, introns-only, and long introns–only data sets (fig. S1), with respect to their average BS values, and refer to these different model conditions by the partition type (below). The simulated mammalian data sets exhibit support levels of 63 and 79%, bracketing the 71% average BS values in the biological data. We varied the number of genes from 200 to 2000 for the avian data set and from 200 to 800 for the mammalian data set. Finally, we created mixed-model conditions, one with 14,350 genes for the avian simulation experiment and the other with 400 genes for the mammalian simulation experiment, to closely approximate the biological data sets in terms of the number of loci and average BS. Overall, the avian simulated data sets have higher levels of ILS and lower BS values than the mammalian data sets and so present a more challenging condition.

For the simulated data sets, we recorded the true species tree and true gene trees generated during the simulation process, which allows us to exactly quantify the topological error in the estimated tree (34). We computed the missing branch rate (also called the false-negative rate), which is the proportion of branches in the true tree that are missing from the estimated tree, as well as the false-positive rate, which is the proportion of branches in the estimated tree that

---

**Fig. 1. Binning procedure.** In traditional pipelines, gene trees are estimated from input sequence alignments and then combined into a species tree using a coalescent-based summary method. Statistical binning takes estimated gene trees and builds an incompatibility graph in which each node represents an estimated gene tree and each edge represents a detected incompatibility between two estimated gene trees at the specified statistical support threshold or higher. We use a heuristic we developed to color the nodes of the graph so that no two adjacent nodes have the same color and so that the color classes are of similar sizes. This coloring of the nodes defines a partition of genes into bins and ensures that no two genes with strongly supported conflict are put in the same bin. For each bin, individual gene alignments are concatenated to get a supergene alignment, from which a supergene tree is estimated using maximum-likelihood analysis. The supergene trees are then used as input to the summary method of choice to produce an estimated species tree.
are not present in the true tree. We measured how well the distribution of rooted gene trees is estimated by comparing triplet frequency distributions calculated from true gene trees and estimated gene trees; this is important because MP-EST uses estimated triplet distributions to construct the species tree. We measured estimation error in the species tree branch lengths as follows: Given a branch in an estimated species tree that is also present in the true species tree, we record the ratio of the length estimated for that branch by MP-EST to the true length of the branch (both in coalescent units) in the true (model) species tree (34).

Results
Unbinned MP-EST, binned MP-EST, and concatenation on 1000 avian genes with varying BS support in the gene trees are shown in Fig. 2A (see also table S2). Binned MP-EST was consistently and significantly more accurate than concatenation ($P < 10^{-5}$; all the statistical significance results reported henceforth are based on the two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test with Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) correction, and all the $P$ values are reported in tables S4 and S5) and was also significantly more accurate than unbinned MP-EST ($P = 0.0001$). For gene trees with the highest BS values (i.e., long intron-like genes), both binned and unbinned MP-EST

![Fig. 2. Effect of binning on MP-EST on the simulated avian data sets with 1× ILS. (A to C) Species tree-topology error and (D to F) species tree branch–length error (boxplots with the ratio of estimated branch length to true branch length for branches of the true tree that appear in the estimated tree. 1 indicates correct estimation). MP-EST assigned an arbitrarily small length in the model tree to one branch, which we exclude from branch length calculations. (A) and (D) fix the number of genes to 1000 genes and vary gene tree support. The other panels fix gene tree support to UCE-like (B) and (E) and intronlike (C) and (F) and vary the number of genes. Results are over 10 replicates for the condition with 2000 genes, and 20 replicates for all other conditions. MP-EST has significantly lower topological error compared with MP-EST for (A), (B), and (C) ($P < 10^{-5}, P < 10^{-5}$, and $P = 0.002$, respectively), and concatenation for (A) ($P = 0.0001$) and (C) ($P = 0.01$). See also tables S2, S4, S5, and S6, and see fig. S7 for false-positive rates.]
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species trees had approximately the same error. However, as gene tree BS values decreased, the improvements obtained by binned MP-EST compared with unbinned MP-EST increased ($P = 0.003$ for the interaction effect; table S5). Concatenation was generally more accurate than unbinned MP-EST, except for gene trees with the highest BS. Results for MRP and Greedy showed similar trends (figs. S6 and S8; supplementary online text).

When loci exhibit BS corresponding to gene trees calculated on the UCE-like (moderate BS) or intronlike (high BS) markers (Fig. 2, B and C), binned MP-EST was more accurate than unbinned MP-EST ($P < 10^{-5}$ for UCE-like and $P = 0.002$ for intronlike markers). Furthermore, the advantage provided by binning increased with the number of UCE-like loci (the impact is significant with $P = 0.003$). Binned MP-EST tended to be more accurate than concatenation on both UCE-like and intronlike loci, but the differences are significant only for intronlike genes ($P = 0.011$). The improvement of binned MP-EST over concatenation appeared to increase with the number of intronlike loci, but the interaction effect is not significant ($P = 0.087$). Finally, on the mixed-model condition, concatenation and binned MP-EST each had 7% error, whereas all the other methods had at least 11% error (fig. S6). On the simulated mammalian data sets, binned MP-EST generally either matched or improved upon both unbinned MP-EST and concatenation (Fig. 3A). On the moderate (63%) BS trees, binned MP-EST and concatenation had close accuracy (with no significant differences), but unbinned MP-EST was significantly less accurate than binned MP-EST ($P < 10^{-5}$), and some conditions showed substantial differences (e.g., 800 loci). On higher BS (79%) loci, binned MP-EST was significantly more accurate than concatenation ($P = 0.003$), but there were no statistically significant differences between binned MP-EST and unbinned MP-EST. On the mixed-model condition, which most closely resembles the real mammalian data set in terms of the number of genes and gene tree support, binned MP-EST had only 1.8% error; concatenation had 3.7% error; and unbinned MP-EST had 4.6% error (Fig. 3C).

MP-EST always underestimated species tree branch lengths in coalescent units when analyzing estimated gene trees (in some cases by close to an order of magnitude), whereas the binned MP-EST trees had more accurate branch lengths (Figs. 2, D to F, and 3B). Because branch lengths are model parameters that determine the amount of ILS, underestimating branch lengths directly means overestimating ILS.

In the experiments where we varied the amount of ILS, binned MP-EST had lower average tree error than both unbinned MP-EST and concatenation, regardless of the amount of ILS (Fig. 4). The differences between binned and unbinned MP-EST are significant for both avian and mammalian data sets ($P < 10^{-5}$ and $P = 0.0001$, respectively), and differences between binned MP-EST and concatenation are significant on the avian data sets ($P = 0.004$). Furthermore, for the avian data sets, reducing the ILS level (2× condition) increased the impact of binning, and increasing the ILS level (0.5× condition) decreased the impact ($P < 10^{-5}$ for the interaction effect).

The impact of ILS level on the mammalian data set was similar but less pronounced and not statistically significant. For the reduced ILS (2×) models on both the avian and mammalian data sets, binned MP-EST was more accurate than unbinned MP-EST at estimating species tree topologies and branch lengths. For example, with 1000 UCE-like avian loci, unbinned MP-EST had 17.2% tree error, whereas binned MP-EST had only 5.9%. Performance on true gene trees provides an upper bound on what a summary method can achieve on estimated trees, and, as expected, MP-EST had its highest accuracy when run on true gene trees (Figs. 2 to 4).

Statistical binning improved the estimation of gene tree topologies (Table 1, but see also figs. S2 and S3), with the largest reductions in gene tree estimation error for the cox1-like genes, and decreasing impact as the gene trees increased in BS. The reductions in triplet gene tree distribution estimation error were even larger (Table 1 and figs. S4 and S5), especially for loci with the lowest BS.

**Biological data sets**

We studied the avian data set (31) with 14,446 genes and 48 species, a mammalian data set with...
Gene trees were available (cies trees estimated using concatenation and vary with respect to average BS (fig. S14). Evidence of gene tree discord (fig. S13), but they were not supported by the binned MP-EST tree computed on the full set of 14,446 loci. However, the binned MP-EST analysis (fig. S16) on the introns-only data set also recovered all the key clades and had higher support (33 edges with 100% support and 35 with 95% support or more), with increased support for some key novel clades (31).

**Metazoan**
The Metazoan data set also represents a challenging analysis, because the average BS is low (only 49%). The most important difference between the unbinned and binned MP-EST trees (Fig. 5B) is among Chordates, where the unbinned MP-EST tree put Cephalochordates (represented by Branchiostoma floridae) as sister to vertebrates (Craniates), and the binned MP-EST tree [as in the concatenation analysis, (fig. S20)], put Urochordates (represented by Cioma intestinalis) as sister to vertebrates. Although Cephalochordates were traditionally thought to be the sister to all the extant vertebrates (43), recent evidence supports Urochordates as the sister to all vertebrates (44–46), and hence, the binned MP-EST tree is likely correct. There are also some differences between the two trees within Protostomia, but both MP-EST trees had low support for those relations, and neither was congruent with the literature (supplementary text).

**Mammalian**
The mammalian data set has gene trees with substantially higher average BS (71%) but also demonstrates substantial gene tree incongruence. Differences between MP-EST and concatenation (using maximum likelihood) were observed for tree shrews and bats: The concatenated analysis put Scandentia (tree shrews) as sister to Glires (Rodentia/Lagomorpha), whereas the MP-EST analysis put Scandentia as sister to primates (6). We reanalyzed this data set and identified 23 loci with mislabeled sequences (subsequently confirmed by the authors) as sister to Glires (Rodentia/Lagomorpha), whereas the MP-EST analysis put Scandentia as sister to primates (6). We reanalyzed this data set and identified 21 loci with mislabeled sequences (subsequently confirmed by the authors) plus two outlier loci (fig. S18 and supplementary text). We removed these 23 loci and reanalyzed the data using concatenation and both binned and unbinned MP-EST (fig. S19). We recovered a concatenated analysis put Scandentia as sister to primates (6) and recovered Australaves (parrot, passerine, falcon, seriema)] that are recovered consistently in other analyses on the full genome data set (31), including concatenation analyses (fig. S17). Failure to recover Australaves is particularly surprising, as it has been recovered across different studies and types of data (25, 26, 41, 42). In contrast, binned MP-EST on all 14,446 loci (Fig. 5A) had more highly supported branches and recovered all key clades.

An unbinned MP-EST tree generated on the introns-only data set (31) had 31 out of 45 edges with 100% support and 34 edges with 95% or higher BS; it also recovered all the key clades missing from the unbinned MP-EST tree computed on the full set of 14,446 loci. However, the binned MP-EST analysis (fig. S16) on the introns-only data set also recovered all the key clades and had higher support (33 edges with 100% support and 35 with 95% support or more), with increased support for some key novel clades (31).

**Avian**
The avian data set has very low average BS for almost all loci (fig. S1) and large topological distances between estimated gene trees. An unbinned MP-EST analysis of the full 14,446 loci produced a tree (Fig. 5A) with low to moderate support for some branches and failed to recover four key clades [Columbea (flamingo, grebe, pigeon, mesite, sandgrouse), Currors (crane, killdeer), Otidimorphae (bustard, turaco, cuckoo), and Australaves (parrot, passerine, falcon, seriema)] that are recovered consistently with binned and unbinned MP-EST on these data (Table 2).

447 genes and 37 species (6), yeast with 23 species and 1070 genes, vertebrates with 15 species and 1087 genes, and metazoa with 21 species and 225 genes (32). Each of these data sets shows evidence of gene tree discord (fig. S13), but they vary with respect to average BS (fig. S14). Species trees estimated using concatenation and gene trees were available (31, 32), except for the maximum-likelihood gene trees from the mammalian data set, which we recomputed. We partitioned on the basis of individual loci when estimating supergene trees for the avian, metazoa, vertebrates, and yeast data sets (supplementary text). We present bin sizes (fig. S12), as well as a summary of the results obtained with

![Fig. 4. Effects of ILS levels for the simulated avian and mammalian data sets.](image)

Levels of ILS are changed by multiplying all branch lengths in the model species tree by a factor of 0.5 (to increase ILS) or 2 (to reduce ILS). (A) Lines show average topological tree error (missing branch rate) over 20 replicates of 1000 UCE-like gene trees for avian and 200 gene trees with 63% BS for mammalian data sets. Binned MP-EST has significantly lower error compared with unbinned MP-EST for the avian (P < 10^{-5}) and the mammalian (P = 0.0001) data sets and concatenation for the avian data set (P = 0.004). (B) Error in branch lengths estimated by MP-EST in coalescent units.

447 genes and 37 species (6), yeast with 23 species and 1070 genes, vertebrates with 15 species and 1087 genes, and metazoa with 21 species and 225 genes (32). Each of these data sets shows evidence of gene tree discord (fig. S13), but they vary with respect to average BS (fig. S14). Species trees estimated using concatenation and gene trees were available (31, 32), except for the maximum-likelihood gene trees from the mammalian data set, which we recomputed. We partitioned on the basis of individual loci when estimating supergene trees for the avian, metazoa, vertebrates, and yeast data sets (supplementary text). We present bin sizes (fig. S12), as well as a summary of the results obtained with
Table 1. Gene tree estimation error, with and without binning for simulated data sets. Results are shown for fixed number of genes (1000 for avian and 200 for mammalian) and levels of ILS (1×, i.e., observed), but also see figs. S2 to S5. Individual gene tree (GT) error is mean topological distance, measured using the missing branch rate between the true gene tree and all 200 bootstrap replicates of each estimated gene tree. For the supergene trees, each bootstrap replicate of each supergene tree is compared separately against each true gene tree for the genes put in that bin. We also characterize gene tree distributions by calculating the triplet frequencies for all possible triplets, and we do this both for true and estimated gene trees (using all 200 bootstrap replicates of all genes and supergenes in the case of estimated trees). Thus, we obtain a true and an estimated triplet frequency distribution for each of the triplets. We report the mean Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of the estimated distribution from the true distribution.

Table 2. Results on the biological data sets. We compare MP-EST trees in terms of BS (the number of edges with BS equal to 100%, edges with BS at least 95%, and average BS), the distance between concatenation (DC) and MP-EST trees (number of missing branches), and with respect to biologically interesting differences between the two trees. The total number of branches in each tree is given parenthetically in the first column.

The biological data sets examined here show that binning affects analyses of data sets with less well supported gene trees (avian and metazoan) and has little impact on the yeast and vertebrate data sets, both of which have very well resolved gene trees. Notably, binning impacts the MP-EST analysis of the mammalian data set, which also has fairly well resolved gene trees. Where binning has an impact, binned MP-EST typically produces trees in closer agreement with accepted reconstructions than unbinned MP-EST. Binning reduces gene tree incongruence on biological data sets (fig. S13), which suggests that binning MP-EST may not overestimate ILS on biological data sets as much as unbinned MP-EST does. This trend is consistent with performance on simulated data and suggests that more-accurate estimates of ILS in biological data may be obtained through the use of statistical binning.

As binning can group genes together with different true topologies, it can result in mis-specified models in the supergene tree estimation step and can reduce the accuracy of the estimated gene tree distributions. However, our simulations suggest that estimated gene tree distributions are more accurate after binning.
We suggest that this is because binning will never group genes with different topologies together unless the conflicting branches had low support, which likely results from insufficient phylogenetic signal. As we have shown, the inclusion of poorly estimated gene trees distorts the estimated triplet gene tree distribution, and binning reduces this noise, which suggests that the overall impact of binning is beneficial. These results are also consistent with the observation that coalescent-based summary methods can be robust to recombination (~49).

Our study explored gene tree estimation error arising from insufficient phylogenetic signal in the gene sequences; however, gene tree estimation error can also come from poorly estimated alignments (~50) or errors introduced during the tree inference (~51, 52). Because our studies focused on insufficient phylogenetic signal, we have no evidence that binning could reduce phylogenetic error due to alignment error or misspecification for the sequence evolution model. Consequently, appropriate care should be devoted to obtaining good alignments and choosing an adequate model of sequence evolution to reconstruct both gene and supertree trees.

In our simulation, we only allowed ILS as a source of discord between true gene trees and true species trees; hence, these model conditions favor MP-EST (which is based on the same model used for simulations) over concatenation (which assumes no ILS is present). Given this, the fact that unbinned MP-EST is less accurate than concatenation in many conditions is noteworthy. Future studies based on model conditions in which other sources of gene tree discord

Fig. 5. Results on the (A) avian and (B) metazoan biological data sets using binned and unbinned MP-EST. Branches without designation represent 100% support.
We use maximum likelihood with bootstrapping to estimate gene trees with branch support values, and we say that a given pair of trees exhibits conflict at threshold t if there is a pair of incompatible branches (meaning they cannot coexist in any tree), one in each of the two gene trees, each with BS of at least t. Two trees that do not exhibit conflict at threshold t are combinable, and a set of trees for which all pairs are combinable is a combinable set.

Saying that two branches are incompatible means that no tree can be constructed that has both of these branches (more specifically, no tree exists with branches that induce the bipartitions defined by these two branches). Thus, to test two trees for incomparability at threshold t or higher, we collapse all branches in each tree with support below t, and then ask whether a tree exists that is a common refinement of these two collapsed trees. Testing for comparability of two trees can be performed in linear time (55); hence, this calculation is fast.

The partitioning step uses a graph-based optimization, in which we build a graph in which each gene is represented by a node and an edge is present between two nodes (i.e., genes) if the estimated trees on that pair of genes exhibit conflict at threshold t. By definition, the graph depends on the parameter t; thus, smaller values for t will generally consider trees less likely to be combinable than larger values.

The graph created is called an incompatibility graph. To create bins from this graph, we color the nodes of the graph so that no two nodes with the same color are adjacent, and put all nodes with the same color into a common bin. Each bin thus contains a set of genes where no pairwise incomparability has support of t or greater; hence, adjusting the support threshold t enables more aggressive or conservative binning. Once bins are formed, alignments of genes in the same bin are concatenated into a supergene alignment, and supergene trees are estimated on these supergene alignments using maximum likelihood. These supergene trees are used as input to the summary method of choice.

Because the statistically consistent methods use the distribution of gene trees to estimate the species tree, it is important for the supergene tree distribution to be close to the gene tree distribution; for this reason, we seek a node coloring (which would allow the branch lengths and other model parameters to be reestimated for each gene within a partition), we only need to consider topological incomparability. Thus, we can place genes with the same true gene tree topology in the same bin, even if the trees differ in other respects (e.g., branch lengths).

We set the statistical support threshold t as follows. We note that using 75% for the BS has been a standard threshold for branch reliability (67), and so 75% represents a reasonable setting for t; however, when the data sets are large, we can afford to be more conservative and pick a smaller threshold. We also explored the effect of the support threshold (fig. S9) and saw that setting t to either 50 or 75% gave good results. Therefore, we set two thresholds: a conservative threshold of t = 50% that we use for data sets with at least 1000 genes and a moderate threshold of t = 75% that we use for the other data sets.
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